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Our moisturising cosmetics are not just simple skin care. 
They are much more - you do your skin a favour. Day and 
night - protect and repair your epidermis for a perfect glow!

Skin-deep

Moisturising 
cosmetics

   Finish off your daily skincare with the lightness of the Day 
Cream, “Prélude à l’Aurore” - for normal skin.

With a gentle flower-scent and a remarkably soft texture, the day 
cream releases all its benefits to normal skins. It combines repairing 
ingredients (Shea butter, Beeswax and Mango butter) with the 
protective and preservative properties of Propolis. Protected from 
daily stress, the skin regains suppleness and freshness.

Main ingredients: BLOSSOM ORANGE FLORAL WATER, BEESWAX, MANGO 
AND SHEA BUTTER, PROPOLIS, BUDDLEIA DAVIDII (BUTTERFLY BUSH)
50 ml pump-bottle – for normal skin types 

DAY CREAM NORMAL SKIN
Prélude à l’aurore®

Ref: CRJOUPROPN

For whom ? How ?
Apply mornings, after the serum 
application, on the face from nose to 
cheeks, by gently brushing upward.

For those looking for a cream to 
protect their skin during the day and 
which is adapted to their skin type.

   Dry skins finally get the certified-organic skincare they deserve.
The day cream, “Secrets de l’Aube®” combines the anti-

oxidative properties of Propolis with the delicate moisturising* 
and nourishing power of its active ingredients to give the skin 
suppleness on waking while a light scent of floral water stays with 
you throughout the day.

Main ingredients: PROPOLIS, CALENDULA, SHEA BUTTER, ALOE VERA, 
BEESWAX
50 ml pump-bottle – for dry skin types

DAY CREAM DRY SKIN
Secrets de l’aube®

Ref: CRJOUCALENPS

“Efficiency from the first applications; easy to spread on the face, dry skin becomes a distant 
memory” A client said about the Day Cream for dry skin

“This is THE surprise: my skin usually cannot stand any cream because it is too sensitive. It is real 
heaven: this cream penetrates well and does not leave any greasy film. My skin has never found this 
before! Thank you!” A client said about the Prelude à l’aurore Day Cream

Normal 
skin

A normal skin is soft, looks 
matt and even. Nonetheless its 

natural balance should be 
protected daily.

Dry 
skin

 A dry skin has a lack of 
radiance. It feels tight and 

becomes easily dehydrated.

*Hydration of the upper layers of the epidermis
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Certified organic, this night cream’s luxurious texture gives a lot 
of pleasure to the Senses.

Rich in regenerating ingredients, (Jojoba, Avocado, Argan) and 
antioxidants (Royal Jelly), this cream contributes in a natural way 
to the skin’s vitality and freshness.

Let the cream share its secrets with you - secrets for radiant 
beauty at daybreak.

Main ingredients: ROYAL JELLY, JOJOBA OIL, AVOCADO OIL, ARGAN OIL
50 ml pump bottle – for normal skin types

NIGHT CREAM NORMAL SKIN
Confidences nocturnes®

Ref: CRNUIJOJOPN

Help your epidermis to regenerate while sleeping. Very rich in 
biological active ingredients (Royal Jelly, Pineapple, Ginseng), with 
moisturising* and nourishing properties and thanks to its creamy 
texture, the Night Cream for dry skin works in perfect harmony 
with your skin for a wonderful feeling. A unique and natural 
pleasure during application.

*Hydration of the upper layers of the epidermis.

Main ingredients: ROYAL JELLY, BEESWAX, BAOBAB, GINSENG, 
PINEAPPLE, BLOSSOM ORANGE, SHEA, JOJOBA, SQUALENE, EVENING 
PRIMROSE
50 ml pump-bottle – for dry skin types 

NIGHT CREAM DRY SKIN
Cocon du crépuscule® “Twilight cocoon”

Ref: CRNUIGEROPS

“I just love it! It is fine, floral, fruity, soothing and discrete: 5/5” Joelle, a beauty blogger, said about 
the Night Cream for normal skin

“I like rich night creams. And this one is rich. No matter when, just after application or the following 
day, my skin is soft and nourished and moisturised” Comment on ‘Blog Beauty Addict’ about the Cocon du 
Crépuscule Night Cream

“I am more than seduced! Within a week my 
skin feels ultra comfortable [...] Honestly, I 
think the product has only good sides. The 
composition is perfect, the promises made 
on the packaging are kept. Congratulations 
for this pure success. Frankly it was a real 
pleasure!”

New
HYDRATING SERUM 

Calice des naïades®

Ref: SERUMHYDRA

A product with mild natural notes, 
designed for sensitive skin.

Benefit from the virtues of bee products 
and fruits. This Moisturising Serum 
soothes the skin and gives it a soft and 
comfortable feeling. A light application 
thanks to its fluid and penetrating 
texture, this new product from Propolia® 
moisturises the skin effectively and for a 

long time.

For people with sensitive 
skin which needs an 
extremely gentle care, giving 
long-lasting hydrating 
action throughout the day.

FOR WHOM ?
On a clean skin and before 
using your daily moisturiser, 
apply a few dollops of this 
serum and massage. To be 
used as a 28-day course of 
treatment to respect the cell 
renewal cycle of the skin.

HOW ?

Hypoallergenic formula
Main ingredients: PROPOLIS, HONEY, 
EXTRACT OF GRENADA AND FIG, STRAW-
BERRY WATER, ALOE VERA, HYALURONIC 
ACID, OILS OF SAFFLOWER AND SESAME, 
VEGETABLE SQUALANE.
30 ml airless bottle - 
for sensitive skin types

“Overall a very good product! I immediately 
loved the delicious smell which makes me want 
to eat nice fresh strawberries. The product is 
effective and respects my very sensitive and 
reactive skin.”

“The serum application is very pleasant, it leaves 
the skin soft and hydrated and it smells good!”

Dermatologically tested¹
“The product is suitable for my 

sensitive skin”
“My skin is softer and more 

comfortable”
“This product improves the 

skin’s appearance”

Hydration 
clinically tested  ²

8 hours: long-lasting 
hydrating action
+ 29.7% hydration 

measured

2 Instrumental clinical tests 
conducted on 11 volunteers.

1 Test conducted on 10 volunteers with 
sensitive skin for 28 days. Satisfaction 

results expressed in percentages.

For whom ? How ?
After cleansing the face in the 
evening, apply on the face from 
nose to cheeks, by gently brushing 
upward.

For people whose skin requires a 
reparative treatment at night, with a 
slight scent that will not bother them 
on the pillow.

100%
100%

100%


